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"To save time is to lengthen life-"
rather than structural change, is the key to an
understanding of our recent economic developments."

"ACCELERATION,

-FROM

of the ox-cart. The jog
T
trot of the horse and buggy.
The rush of the high-powered motor
HE PLOD

car. The zoom of the airplane.
Acceleration. Faster speed all the
time.
Speed and more speed in pro.duction, transportation, communication, and as a result, more wealth,
more happiness, and yes, more
leisure for us all.
Scientific research has been the
pacemaker of this faster, yet more
leisurely, existence. At a steadily

THB

REPORT

OF

PRESIDENT

increasing rate it is giving us hundreds of inventions and improvements which speed up work, save
time and money, revolutionize life
and labor in the modern age.
Conceive how much time modern
electric lighting has saved the
American people-not
to mention
the billion dollars a year in lighting
bills saved by the repeatedly improved efficiency of the MAZDA
lamp. Think of the extraordinary
democratization of entertainment
and education made possible by the
radio tube!

tJOOVER'S

COMMITTEE

ON RECENT

_

ECONOMIC

CliANGES

Both these benefits to the public
owe much to the steady flow of
discovery and invention
from
General Electric laboratories. So do
the x-ray and cathode-ray tubes, the
calorizing of steel, atomic-hydrogen
welding, the generation of power
for home and industry at steadily
lower costs.
The G-E monogram is a symbol
of research. Every product bearing
this monogram represents to-day
and will represent to-morrow the
highest standard
of electrical
correctness and dependability.

Protection for Submarine

Telephone Cable
Paper
Imll/ated
Httwy Steel
ArmorWirt

Jllte Roving Satfmlltd

with Pint Tar

Lead

Paper

Copper

Sheath

Wrapper

Wire

An example of the care with
which Western Electric Telephone Apparatus is made ~ ~
You use submarine telephone cable oftener than
you realize. For it is through this cable that the
voice travels under many rivers, bays and other
bodies of water.
In this service, cable must meet conditions which
are more severe than those encountered by either
underground or overhead cable lines. To withstand
crushing pressure, corrosion, abrasion and to keep
out water-which would interrupt your conversation-the
wires in the cable are encased in six
separate layers of protective material. But still
expemore important is the invisible armor-the
rience and careful workmanship which are built
into all Western Electric apparatus.
The greatest pains are taken in producing even
the tiny switchboard lamp which flashes your signal
to the operator- the sensitive carbon button in
the transmitter of your telephone - the many
thousands of intricate parts which this Company
makes as its share in good telephone service.

( wesrem Electric
MAKERS

OF

YOUR

TELEPHONE

THE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW May 1930. Vol. XXXII, No.7. Published monthly from Ootober to May and in July at 10 Ferry Street, Concord, N. H.
Publication date: twenty-eeventh of the'month preoeding date of issue. Annual subseriptien 13.00; Canadian and Foreign subsoription $4.00. Entered ae secondolass matter at the Post Officeat Concord, N. H., under the Aot of Maroh 3, 1879.
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and other Electroplated
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and trade mark of THOMAS
manufactures

and

Instruments

A. EDISON,

mark:ets

Furniture
a

Batteries ... Radios

and

... Folding
and other
THOMAS

group of superior products including: Storage

Products ... Precision
Tables ... Juvenile
wood products.

A. EDISON

factories

The
with

INDUSTRIES,

strategically

located

Radio-phonograph
from New Jersey to Wisconsin,

Combinations ... Ediphones
tation ... Portland

for business dicand a distributing

Cement ... Priembracing

mary Batteries ... Household Appliances

such ~s Toasters

Siphonators

M A IN

... Seamless

OFFICE

a unique

Invention, Experience

Flouts

and

104 countries, contribute

of their products

and

LABOR.ATO~Y
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JOHNSON CONTROL
IN THEATRES
•
Fox Theatre

t

4

•

4

. . . . Atlanta

Marye, Alger & Vinour . . Architects
Robe. S. Newcomb, Consulting Engineer

•

4

Declared "the largest and finest theatre
in the South. Cost $3,000,000. Seating capacity 5,000." Johnson Control regulates
the air conditioning system. Johnson Control
instruments and switches handle the operation
of the heater coils,by-passdampers and fresh air
dampers - providing a constant temperature of
the air at all times, regardless of out-door weather and fluctuating sizesof audiences in the theatre. Johnson Control of temperature and humidity is complete; and applies to every system of
heating and ventilating and to every individual
requirement. Write now for the interesting
book of details: illustrating and describing
every phase of Johnson equipment and service.
JOHNSON

SERVICE

COMPANY

MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN
Established

BRANCHES

IN

ALL

1885

PRINCIPAL'

CITIES

...
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The All - Metal
System .••.
Perfect
The
Graduated
Control Of Valves
and Dampen ..
The Dual Thermcetet (Night &
Day) Conrrol:
Fuel Saving 2S ro
40 per cect.

An-

••
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Make overhead line repairs

IN

permanent by splicing in

AN ESSAY, "The Mucker Pose," published a year
or so ago in Harper's, JAMESTRUSLOWADAMSanticipated in a more sober manner, if he did not inspire,
PROFESSOR
ROGERS'Sinnocent divertissement upon being a
snob. The manner in which that article was written
revealed that Dr. Adams not only is an able historian but
also an astute critic of American life. An examination of
his career reveals his unique background for work in these
two fields. He graduated from the Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute in 1898, received an A.M. from Yale in 1900,
and subsequently became a member of the New York
Stock Exchange. An engineer turned broker is not uncommon but an engineer turned historian is. The latter Dr.
Adams accomplished successfully, and by 1922 he had captured the Pulitzer Prize of $2000 for the best book on the
history of the United States written during the previous
year ("The Founding of New England"). Between 1912
and 1922 he had participated in the World War in the
capacity of Captain in the Military Intelligence Division,
General Staff, United States Army. Early in the War he
was with Colonel House's commission to prepare data
for the Peace Conference. Cl Aside from his Pulitzer
Prize book, he has written' 'Revolutionary New England
1691-1776," "New England in the Republic (17761850)," "Provincial
Society (1690-1763),"
and "Our
Business Civilization,"
the latter book containing the
article mentioned above. Despite all of these various
achievements, Dr. Adams has kept in touch with modern
developments in science, particularly physics, and he recently contributed an able article to The Yale Review on
Henry Adams and the new physics. The Review is very
happy to present a sequel to that article discussing at
greater length the application of the scientific method
to the study of history.

FIBREX Tree Wire

Pick out the weak spots on ,your overhead
lines - places where temporary repairs have
been made or where the insulation has worn
down. Then make your repairs permanent
by splicing FIBREX Tree Wire into the line.

WALDEMAR
LINDGREN,
who has achieved
eminence in America as an economic geologist,
was born in Kalmar, Sweden in 1860. He received his
education in his native country but came early to America
to join the United States Geological Survey for which
eventually he became chief geologist in 1911. In 1912 he
came to Technology as William Barton Rogers Professor
of Geology, having lectured here since 1908. From 1912
to 1920 he was in charge of the Department of Geology,
from 1920 to 1926 of the combined Departments of Mining, Metallurgy, and Geology, and since 1927 of the now
distinct Department of Geology. He is the author of the
authoritative
work, "Mineral Deposits," and innumer- able reports on mining geology. During his long residence
in the United States he has not forgotten his native land'
and his article on page 345 demonstrates this continued .
interest. It is particularly valuable because of Dr. Lindegreu's detached position and of the comparisons which his
American experience enables him to draw.
.

FIBREX is non-metallic and non-inductive.
It cannot rust. It prevents
arcing, short circuits and leakage. It is the
best protection against abrasion.

It will not rot.

Every distribution
engineer should have
a piece of FIBREX Tree Wire.
A short
piece with full information
will be sent
promptly upon request.

SIMPLEX~RE &CABLE @
MANUFACTURERS

201 DEVONSHIRE
BRANCH

.

ST., BOSTON

• t11"'<!;

ENRY M, PROPPER,
who collaborated
wirn
TaOMASC. DESMOND,'09, in the preparation of the
article on Radburn, N, J., is an official of the City
Housing Corporation
which has built this unique

H

SAT.:F:S OFFTCES

CHICAGO, 564 W. Monroe St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 390 Fourth St.
NEW YORK, 1328 B'way
CLEVELAND, 2019 Union Trust Bldg.
JACKSONVILLE,
1010 Barnett Nat'l Bank Bldg.

(Continued on page 334)
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.Jlnnouncing.
Mirrors of Lasting Brilliance
Mirrors scientifically silvered by the new "EVALAST" process
-brilliant-perm.anent.
Guaranteed to withstand clim.atic
and atm.ospheric m.oisture; also contact with water and the
rays of the sun.
PLATE I

PLATE II

SILVERED BY THE USUAL PROCESS

SILVERED BY THE "EVALA T" PROCE

These illustraHons were Inode jroln a_ctual photographs
(without retouching) of 3peCtm.ens of nl.irror
plates 'lohich were subm,erged constantly in water for over eigll,t ulonthst except/or
occasionaL in6-pectiont and dernonstrate gropltical.ly tile action of silver under atrn.osplt-eri-cm.oistnre tohen appli.ed by the
usu"lprocess
and by the "EVA.LA.ST" Process.
Pl.,ATE I - The deterioration, 80 appnrent in the strea.ka,
crazes, and duJlness, is CODlD10nin Dlirror8 8.iJvcred by the
usual process. Mirrors 80 affected m.ay be found everywhere
- in bomes, on ships, in8titution~, and public buildillg
installations.

PLATE II - Shows, in compnri8on with Plnte I, much better than word descl'iptlo,n can, tho pee-Ieculori and CreedoDl
froID the U8Unl deterioration which are Runrnnteed
to you
when you bny nnd irultall the BRASSCRAFTERS' "EVALAST" Mi.rrors and Medicine Cabinets.

•

Science Specifies Brasscrafters

"Evalast"

Send for specirnerc and literature

J. P. EUSTIS MANUFACTURING CO.

Originator

and Manufacturers
Medicine

12-14-16

AMES STREET

Cabinets,

of French
Staple

Plate Glass Mirrors, Metal

Bathroom

CAMBRIDGE,

[m]

Accessories
"A"

(BOSTON),

MASSACRUSEITS

THE TABULAR VIEW
(Continued from page 332)
city. Mr. Desmond, through his manifold activrties
in behalf of the Institute, his engineering firm in New
York, and his activity in Republican politics, is wellknown to Review readers. Messrs. Propper and Desmond's article was prepared at the request of The
Review Editors as one in a series which is being published
on city planning, its needs, its philosophy, and its achievements: ([ J. RHYNE KILLIAN, JR., '26, is Managing
Editor of The Review.

Handy, Productive Machines
for Short Johs-

T

Brown & Sharpe
Motor Driven Feed Screw Machines
The Motor Driven Wire Feed Screw Machines give the
producer of small job lots of screws, studs and other turned
parts, a machine which possesses unusual simplicity of
control and flexibility of operation.
Many features insure quick set-ups, which save the
operator's time and lower costs.
The o. 139 Catalog, sent upon request, lists the entire
line of Brown & Sharpe Machine Tools, Small Tools and
Cutters.

BROWN
BROWN & SHARPE

MFG. CO.

DB·~

SHARPE

PROVIDENCE,

R. I., U. S. A.

HE PHOTOGRAPHS on pages 340, 348, and 349 are
the work of Miss Margaret Bourke-White of Cleveland, Ohio. With a camera technique hardly equalled in
America, she has brought to the photography of industrial
subjects a precipient artistic sense which has quickly
brought her renown. It is a pleasure to present her work
along with the other fine illustrative material which
The Review has been running on scientific and engineering subjects. ([ JACQUESCARLU,Maestro of the Institute's
Department of Architecture, executed the water color
reproduced on the cover of this issue. He was born in
Paris, France, in 1890, and in 1919 won an A.D.G. from
the Ecole des Be~ux. Arts. His water color, reproduced on
the cover of the November issue of The Review was
received with such approbation,
that The Review is
fortunate again to present his work.

S

EVERAL COMMENTS have come in on A. W. K.
'. BILLINGS'S['28]' article, "Modernistic Architecture,"
published in the February issue. An extensive criticism
from SHEPARDVOGELGESANG,
'26, is excerpted below,
with the regret that it cannot be published in full.
.. Possibly it is unfair to consider that all of the most
modern European architecture stands condemned in the
February issue of The Technology Review. Much of the
text stated architectural principles and problems clearly.
The choice of photographs seems somewhat malicious,
and there are a few additional principles underlying
modern European design which might be stated. So far
as possible, any work should be thoroughly understood
before it is condemned. The most just condemnation
comes from comprehension of the aims of the work and
detection of its failure. When Le Corbusier builds a
machine a bebiter which is uninhabitable
and Gropius
erects a school in which teaching is impossible, there is
ground for criticism of their intelligence. When the buildings appear shoddily built the architect's economics are
at fault. U they are displeasing in proportion, then the
artist is accountable. Good proportion is in addition a
matter of intelligence. Granted iton as a column material,
would the supports of the roof slab in ....
Les Terraces
be more satisfactory five times their diameter?
"This question arrives at one of the points of departure
from academic design made by modern architecture.
The architect who employs the traditional mode surrounds his iron column with a -stone column or pier.
(Cotlcluded on page 336)

In The

Realm of'
Carbon
THE STORY OF
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
By HORACE G. DEMING, Ph.D.
Pro/8$$or 0/ Cllem1.3tT1/,Unltersily 0/ Nebraska

Coal tar transformed into dyestuffs of a thousand
hues; lemon grass oil into violet perfume; starch into
rubber; sawdust into sugar; cotton linters into bigb
explosives, automobile lacquers, or rayon.
These are a few of tbe achievements of orgauic
chemi try - triumphs so spectacular as to seem
almost miraculous.
"In the Realm of Carbon" tells the story of
these marvelous contributions to the comforts
and c~nv':Diences of life graphically, simply, and
authoritatively.
$3.00
JOHN WILEY & SO S, INC.
4M) Fourth
Avenue, New York City
Gentlemen: Please send IDe Deming's .. Carbon" on approval. I
agree to remIt the prtce ($3.00) wlthln 'tell days alter Its reeelpt or
return

the book postpaid.
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Executives and Engineers
consider these facts about

AIR-WAY UnitHeaters
I. AIR-WAY UNIT HEATERS because of original design and construction
nish a greater volume of heated or treated air per second than ordinary
heaters.

furunit

2. AIR-WAY UNIT HEATERS require less fuel than the ordinary unit heater
because of the greater efficiency in operation of the heating element.

3. Cast in one piece the AIR-WAY HEATER is trouble-proof hammering cannot impair it) galvanic
not crack it - it just can't leak.

steam and water
action cannot weaken it) freezing will

AN EXPERIENCED, COMPETENTAIR-ENGINEERING DEPA~TMENT IS
READY TO ApPLY ITSELF TO YOUR PARTICULARPROBLEM

Your Inquiry for Further Information Does Not Commit or Obligate You

AIR-WAY

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

CORPORATION

TOLEDO, OHIO

THERMAL

ENGINEERING

DRYING

CO.) BOSTON,MASS.) DISTRIBUTORS

REFRIGERATION
AIR-CONDITIONING

HEATING

Teeo Air- Conditioning System
TEeo
SYSTEMS

is a simplified application of refrigeration, heating, and humidifying, resulting in greatly increased efficiency and minimum maintenance.
Teco hygroscopic control is completely automatic, easily
and instantaneously
adjusted to any temperature or humidity
wi thin its range.
We have also specialized in the application of the Unit
Heater and endorse the Air-Way Unit as the leader in its field.

G. B. BAILEY)22

THERMAL
45 BROMFIELD

R.E. SHERBROOKE
'22

ENGINEERING

STREET

COMPANY

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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INDUSTRIAL

OF

CONTROL

VARIABLES
In the control of manufacturing processes,
this quartz spectroscope is widely used for
the quick determination of the elements of
metals, liquids, gasses and all compounds
that can be volatilized.
Because the optical instruments built by
Bausch &Lomb are so precise, accurate and
dependable, they are being called on more
and more to solve the problems of industry.

Bausch &.Lomb Optical Co.
635 St. Paul Street, Rochester, New York
For Better Vision-Orthogon

Lenses

RAMTITE
+ + + the superior plastic firebrick

Your own help can pound it in
•

HOTT-PATCH
patented high temperature cement for laying
up and resurfaCing firebrick

FOUNDRY FACINGS
Supplies and Equipment
Send for Circulars

s. OBERMAYER COMPANY
2565 West 18th Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The modern architect recognizes that the function of this
apparently stone column is performed by the iron within.
He takes the working member, considers its relation to
other materials traditional and untraditional
in the surrounding building and creates for it a proportion emblematic of its substance. To persons reared on the stone
conception of a column the result is shocking. Once the intellectual adjustment is made to a new material, then one
can judge of its aesthetic sufficiency to its surroundings ....
..It is undeniable that the result, no matter how true to
the material or how good a working solution to the problem, may be ugly. So are many buildings independent
of the functional conceptions of the moderns. Neither
traditionalism
or modernism is a panacea for beauty.
Beauty is a personal expression of the artistic feeling of
the architect. It is the record, in a sense, of his adjustment to his environment and is the flowering of the life
about him. Beauty is a thing felt and usually makes
nonsense when written about. Ideas can be written about,
but feelings become ideas when expressed. One mustbe
generous enough to admit the possibility of achieving
beauty in any manner ....
Only when the horror of
seeing concrete cantilever and steel look wiry and the
awful knowledge that St. Peter's dome is held in by a belt
of chains is overcome, can one nowadays become absorbed in the aesthetic aspect of building.
"There are ideas other than ...
the functional
expression of substance back of the modern movement . . . It is best represented by shoe store
architecture in the United States, soon to be eclipsed,
however, at least in magnitude by the completion of the
Chrysler Building. It is this modernistic design in the
United States and France which points to good sense on
the part of much of Europe in discarding decoration as
a mode of modern expression. . . .
"It was the violence done materials by machine which
started some of the modern striving to find ways of avoiding the appearance of torture either by returning to craftsmanship or by seeking methods of work wherein the
material and the machine agreed. . . . Picturesque results of the machine age are the fantastic activity of man
to consume articles put out by the machine and the frenzied adoption of new means of locomotion and communication. These are the features of modern life which man
has been able to romanticize successfully. Can likewise
the romanticism of American building with scores of
stories in the sky, Greek temples, flashing spears, spread-ing wings, gilded howdahs, calliope pipes, chromatic
sunbursts, Renaissance domes, Gothic fleches, water
coolers, coronets, chateaux roofs, lotus blossoms, lightning brandishers be conceded romantic success? The
eccentricity of European architects grows somewhat pale
before such a literal enumeration of the beauties conjured
by supposedly conservative architects against the New
York sky. If one name a single, recent important building
in New York unmarked by such eccentricities it must be
the Daily News by Raymond Hood '03.
..
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